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Instructions :
1.

The Question Paper is divided in five Units. Each unit carries an internal
choice.

2.

Attempt one question from each Unit. Thus attempt five questions in all.

3.

All questions carry equal marks.

4.

Assume suitable data wherever necessary.

5.

English version should be deemed to be correct in case of any anomaly in
translation.

6.

Candidate should write his/her Roll Number at the prescribed space on the
question paper.
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I (Unit I)

Write a note on Bitmap and Vector images with at least two supporting softwares
and their file formats in each case.
(Or)
shapes

grids

What is the need for shapes and grids in designing ? Explain the basic tools
used to create them with example.
II (Unit II)
Artistic text

Paragraph text

Interactive

distortion tool
Compare the applications of Artistic text and Paragraph text in designing.
Define interactive distortion tool.
(Or)
page viewing options
orientation
Explain the page viewing options available in Coredraw. How are page size,
page borders and orientation controlled ?
III (Unit III)

styles, templates

interactive

How are new documents created in Photoshop ? What is the relevance of
styles, templates and special interactive effects in documents ?
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(Or)

Write notes on the following :
(a)

Vector images

(b)

Layers

(c)

Customizing preferences
(Unit IV)

Explain Image Editing features available in Photoshop, along with supporting
file formats.
(Or)

Explain :
(a)

Drawing and Painting tools

(b)

Using Retouching tools

(c)

Purpose of foreground and background color
(Unit V)
open source

tools
Define filter gallery. What are the open source tools available for design and
animation ?
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(Or)

3D

Write notes on the following :
(a)

Creation of 3D artwork in Photoshop

(b)

Printing in Photoshop.
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